Chittenden County All-Hazards Mitigation Plan Review/Update Committee Meeting
MINUTES
Date:
Time:
Location:

Wednesday, May 13, 2015
2:30 p.m. – 4:30 p.m.
Main Conference Room, CCRPC Offices, Winooski

Attendees: Dan Albrecht (CCRPC), Regina Mahony (CCRPC), Sharon Murray (Bolton), Ryan McLaren
(Buel’s Gore), Seth Lasker (Burlington), Jeannine McCrumb (Charlotte), Sarah Hadd (Colchester), Todd Odit
(Jericho), Roger Hunt (Milton), Clare Rock (Richmond), Barbara Young (St. George), Paul Conner (So.
Burlington), Sarah McShane (Underhill), Melissa Manka (Westford), Ken Belliveau (Williston), Dave Bergeron
(Winooski), and Staci Pomeroy (ANR)
1. Call to Order, Introductions and Changes to the Agenda
2. Public comments on items not on the Agenda – No one from the public was in attendance.
3. Project Background, Update Process and timeline
Dan reviewed the purpose of the All Hazard Mitigation Plan (AHMP) and the process for updating the Plan
and the municipal annexes prior to August 2016 (when the current Plans will expire). Dan described some
of the history of the previous plans. He further described that in thinking about the update it is best to
describe strategies that are necessary but also feasible within the five year timeframe. The county-wide plan
includes a detailed description of the required Plan elements, and therefore does not need to be repeated in
the municipal annexes. Therefore, ultimately the municipalities need to adopt both the county wide plan
and their individual annex. After today’s meeting, CCRPC staff will work to create a new draft of the
County-level Plan and this committee will meet at least one more time in the fall to review and approve
those changes. Starting in the fall, CCRPC staff will work intensively with individual municipal staff to
review and edit the municipal AHMPs
There were questions about why we need to have these Plans. They are necessary to obtain a lower
municipal share requirement for FEMA emergency relief assistance declared disasters (Emergency Relief
Assistance Funds - ERAF). It was also discussed that the municipal plans are now required to include a
flood resiliency element and while the original intent was to use the AHMPs as the municipal plan element,
statute reads that they can be used as a reference. Sharon Murray explained that the original intent was for
the flood resiliency element was to be broader and not just focused on flooding. Staci Pomeroy asked when
the five year timeframe will start depending on when each municipality adopts. Dan indicated that it would
be easiest for everyone to adopt at nearly the same time, as was done on the last round. Ideally we will
submit the second draft to FEMA before the August, 2016 deadline.
4. Review Hazard Identification List
The Committee reviewed and discussed the attached list of assessed hazards identified in the 2011 All
Hazards Mitigation Plan. Clare Rock asked how we will incorporate some of the hazards that come out of
the local plans into the County-wide plan. Dan indicated that we will be able to circle back and incorporate
them into the County plan. Sharon Murray also suggested that we look at the 2013 State Plan AHMP and
include the hazards that they’ve identified. If one of the hazards that they identified are not an issue here
then we just need to explain that in our Plan.
The additional hazards that were identified include:
High ground water levels – this was an issue in the spring lake floods as some damage occurred from water
coming up through the basements. There was some discussion about a lack of data, but CCRPC will look
into it.

Fluvial erosion – not all erosion problems have been caused by flooding so this should be identified on its
own or at least under a more general category with inundation flooding. Jericho, Bolton and Underhill were
identified as areas that have seen this problem. We have much more data on this now.
Extreme cold/frost – There was some discussion about the frozen pipes that most municipalities experienced
this last winter and whether we could identify strategies to proactively address the issues. Roger Hunt
explained that most of the problems were caused under the travelled roadway and one solution is to run
deeper service connections and insulation.
Heat wave – It was agreed that this certainly is and may become more frequent, however it wasn’t clear if
we could run an assessment of it. There are notifications regarding power issues with AC when there is a
heat wave. CCRPC will research it and if we come up with interesting data or strategies we will discuss it
in the Fall.
Algal blooms – These are a challenge for water systems that pull from the lake. CWD’s intakes are lower
and are not impacted by algae, but other systems are impacted. There are also other public health issues
associated with swimming, etc.
Solar flares – they are new but it is an emergency management issue b/c they can affect many things.
Other non-natural fires – those occurring as a result of crime, urban high density multi-family oriented. This
can also be a challenge in more isolated communities where access to water systems is non-existent.
Fuel loss - expand gas service loss to more general fuel loss to include propane, wood, etc.
Invasive species – ash borer, zebra mussles, etc. – major challenge to public health, economic development,
etc.
There was a suggestion to move radiological incident under hazardous materials incident; as well as adding
pollution events as a broad category and organizing other events under it. There was a question about
whether rail is included because there are a lot of challenges associated with the material that is transported
via rail. This is included in the current plan and will be included in the update. Finally, there was
discussion around terrorism and crime and whether they should be combined or categorized separately. We
used the definition of terrorism that the State used in the last Plan and will do so again this time.
BREAK – Note: a reporter from WPTZ joined the meeting at this time.
5. Review Risk Estimation discussion and scoring matrix
The Committee reviewed and discussed the 2011 Plan’s scoring system (attached) that uses various criteria
to estimate the risk for each of the identified hazards and prioritize hazards for mitigation. Clare asked how
we would rate how a municipality can handle the particular issue – essentially how equipped they are and
their ability to respond. There was discussion about how and where to incorporate this into the Plan. Dan
also noted that to some extent the ability of a municipality to respond to the relative effects and impacts of
hazard is captured in the various scores. The intent of this Plan is to identify hazards and figure out where
we are weak and how to improve on it and it may make sense to evaluate the risk first and foremost without
consideration on how you would mitigate it. Dan explained organization of the Plan and how some of this
will come at the end when we figure out how we deal with these issuesThough the inability of a
municipality to address a hazard could be a hazard in and of itself. It was determined that there should be a
three step process: identify the high hazards, then do a vulnerability assessment and then figure out
strategies on how to address/deal with the hazards.
Other comments/discussion included:
Where would we account for loss of crops – under economic would probably make the most sense.
How do we deal with acute v. chronic losses – this is a great question and the Committee wasn’t sure how to
address this but CCRPC will put some thought into this.
The health & safety ratings seem low for technological hazards – particularly with the aging population that
we have.
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Paul questioned whether telecommunication risk really the highest occurrence over the others? The
Committee will revisit this issue.
Societal – The opiate issue was raised; and there was a question about whether an epidemic is really a larger
economic issue than economic recession. Should crime go up to 5, and/or epidemic regarding opiate use?
We will re-visit this issue.
6. Review Mitigation Strategies (attachment)
The Committee reviewed and discussed the 2011 Plan’s Mitigation Strategies (attached) with the following
questions in mind:
a. Should each of these strategies should still be a priority for the region?
b. Which strategies should be modified to reflect progress or new developments?
c. Should any new strategies should be included as priorities for the region?
Mitigation primarily happens at the local level, so these strategies are the broad regional strategies.
Suggestions/discussion included:
The resource preparedness guide is a useful resource and should be updated. This information can be
gathered from the LEOP’s.
Broaden the police and dispatch services study to other emergency services (combined salt purchasing is an
example as this is a need for emergency services). It was also suggested that this be called “sharing”
services rather than “regionalizing”.
Identify and include other organizations/agencies (i.e. Howard Center, etc.) that should be
included/incorporated into continued efforts and new strategies.
Clarify strategy the stormwater assessments under #3 to be clear that we are only talking about municipal
roads, and not everything that the sw utilities now take on because we aren’t going to be able to analyze all
of those in the next 5 years. Though it was noted that some of the undersized ponds on private property can
be a real problem.
Next steps from the Climate Action Plan and the various project identified in the numerous fluvial erosion
hazard studies will be included.
The tool for landslide assessment exists and some maps were done in select towns in the County.
It was suggested that rail not be dropped from the list as this has only been more of an issue nationally, not
less of one.
There was some discussion regarding the shelter-in-place workshops and whether this is happening or
needed. The Red Cross may be doing some of this work. CCRPC will research this further.
There was a suggestion for CCRPC to help groups of municipalities get CRS certification.

7. Next Steps
This was not discussed, but the following steps were included on the agenda for the 2016 Plan update:
a. Do we maintain college appendices (UVM, Champlain College and St. Michaels College)
b. Agency review of draft 2016 Plan
c. 2016 Plan adoption process: review by municipalities, VDEMHS and FEMA
Adjourn – the meeting was adjourned at approximately 4:40pm.
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